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8 8 

Formalizingg group assignments 

Insteadd of solving a knowledge intensive assignment problem by allocating in-
dividuall  subjects to resources, one could first group these individuals together 
andd allocate the groups to resources of the same type. Such a method seems par-
ticularlyy useful when constraints are being used that can be expressed entirely 
inn terms of equivalence relations. We show that such grouping problems can 
bee described as the search for a particular partition of the set of subjects. Con-
straintss can be divided into four basic types, each imposing particular conditions 
onn this partition. 

8.11 Introductio n 

Ann assignment task can be characterized by the goal of assigning a fixed number of elements 
(calledd subjects or components) to an equal or larger number of so-called resources [82, 71]. 
Exampless of assignment problems are assigning persons to seats in rooms, airplanes to gates, 
passengerss to seats etc. In each assignment problem the mappings from subjects to resources are 
subjectt to one or more constraints. Tn addition, solutions should be optimal with respect to a given 
numberr of preferences. 

Onn a general level there are two strategies for solving assignment problems. The first is find-
ingg the required assignments by allocating individual subjects to individual resources. The other 
involvess first forming groups of subjects, such that each group can be simultaneously assigned to 
resources.. This grouping strategy will be the focus of this chapter. 

Inn knowledge intensive assignment problems constraints often have the form of conditionals 
like:: If subjects a and b (do not) both have property C then they should (not) be assigned to a 
resourceresource of type D. Such constraints make use of abstractions (e.g. properties and types) of both 
subjectss and resources. 

Thesee constraints can be characterized in terms of equivalence relations. In this chapter we 
wil ll  give a formalization of the method of grouping subjects when constraints of this kind are used. 

Thiss chapter is structured as follows. First, we introduce grouping as a combinatorial advan-
tageouss method. This is followed by a description of abstractions in Knowledge Engineering. We 
thenn provide a formalization of abstraction in terms of partitions and equivalence relations. Next 
wee introduce four basic types of constraints that make use of abstractions, and show how they 
reducee finding a grouping to the search for a particular partition. The final section provides some 
pointss for discussion. 
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8.22 Grouping 

Knowledge-intensivee assignment problems are often formulated in terms of types or features of 
subjectss and resources. Similarly, constraints may contain general predicates over both subjects 
andd resources, which can be characterized as abstractions. 

Groupingg is the method where the assignments themselves are done in terms of these general 
constructs,, instead of individual subjects and resources. An example should clarify this process. 

Iff  persons are to be assigned to seats in rooms, then, instead of assigning each person to a seat 
individually,, grouping proceeds as follows. Rooms contain one or more seats where persons can 
bee assigned to. One can form groups of persons, similar to the distribution of seats over rooms. 
Whenn this has been done, each group can be assigned to a room of the same size. 

Fromm a combinatorial point of view grouping is more advantageous than trying to assign each 
subjectt individually. Suppose that X is a collection of n distinct objects which have to be allocated 
too k locations, such that location ? gets n, objects (1 < i < k), where n\ + 77.2 + . .. + nk —
Thee total number of ways of allocating these objects is given by: 

n! ! 

(»i ! ) (»2!)" -- K ! ) 

However,, the number of ways of partitioning a set of cardinality n consisting of p, subsets, 
eachh of cardinality n, (1 < i < k) where no two of the numbers n,- is equal is given by: 

(P i ! ) ( » i ! ) p , ( / >2 ! ) (»2 ! )P 2- - -- </*!)(»*!)" * 

Thee following example, taken from Balakrishnan [5], illustrates these formulas. 

Examplee 8.1 : The number of ways of allocating 43 persons into 7 different rooms such that 
thethe first two get 5 persons each, the next three get 6 persons each, the sixth room gets 7 persons,and 
thethe seventh 8 is: 

43! ! 
(5!)(5!}(6!)(6!)(6!)(7!)(8! ) ) 

WhenWhen 43 persons have to be divided info 7 groups such that there are 5 persons in each of 2 
groups.groups. 6 persons in each of 3 groups, 7 persons in one group and 8 in one group, the number of 
waysways is: 

43! ! 
(2!)(5!)(5!).(3!)(6!)(6!)(6!)-(7!)-(8!) ) 

Itt is clear that grouping is advantageous when there are many groups of the same size. The 
reasonn for this lies in the fact that the assignment of individual subjects within a group are immate-
rial.. This combinatorial advantage might be one of the reasons why human experts in assignment 
sometimess turn to a grouping method. For example, the think-aloud protocol of a human ex-
pertt for the persons-to-rooms assignment task in the Sisyphus I experiment suggests the use of 
groupingg [57]. In the contribution of Schreiber [81] to this experiment grouping is described and 
implemented. . 
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8.33 Abstraction 

Abstractionn is an inference which is often mentioned in the description of problem solving meth-

ods.. Clancey [17] distinguishes three types of data abstraction: 

Definitionall  abstraction Definitional abstraction involves abstraction based on "necessary fea-

turess of a concept". 

Qualitativ ee abstraction Qualitative abstraction involves the abstraction of quantitative data to 

somee qualitative category. 

Generalizationn Generalization associates a general concept out of a concept-hierarchy with the 

abstractionn data. 

Inn Clancey's description of the heuristic classification method abstraction plays a key role. In 
heuristicc classification data is first abstracted. The abstracted concepts are heuristically linked by 
domainn knowledge to other abstract concepts. As these concepts are part of a different conceptual 
hierarchy,, refinement to more specific concepts can take place. This process is shown in figure 
8.1. . 

Figuree 8.1 
Heuristicc classification. Data is abstracted (indicated by the upward pointing arrow), heuristically linked 
(indicatedd by the horizontal arrow) and subsequently refined (downward pointing arrow). 

Onee of the important features of heuristic classification is that reasoning takes place in terms 
off  abstract constructs rather then individual entities. Protocols of human problem solving often 
showw this feature. 

Groupingg can be seen in a similar way. Constraints are not formulated in terms of individuals 
butt mention abstractions like types and properties. Groups of subjects are then allocated to groups 
off  resources. A group mapping can be refined to one out of several possible mappings of individual 
subjectss to individual resources. 

8.44 Formalizing abstraction 

Althoughh abstraction plays an important role in Knowledge Engineering in general, and Problem 
Solvingg Methods in particular, its formulation has not been without controversy. As an example, 
considerr the following characterization of abstraction [14]: 
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Formally,, in abstraction the relation between the input concept and the output concept 
iss that the latter contains less attributes than the former: "irrelevant" attributes are 
abstracted.. What is relevant and what is irrelevant depends on a point of view." 

Abenn [1] has used this description to give a formalization of abstraction. He also notes that 
nott all forms of abstraction can be seen as a removal of attributes of a concept. In heuristic 
classification,, for example, abstraction is used to abstract observations. These are usually not 
representedd as concepts. 

Aben'ss formalization is in line with the idea that abstraction involves the removal of irrelevant 
attributes.. In fact, this approach is very reminiscent of pre-fregean, 19th century ideas of abstrac-
tion.. However, since the time of Frege [6] relational accounts of abstraction have evolved, instead 
off  those in terms of the ancient subject-predicate distinction. 

Onee of the major problems with seeing abstraction as the procedure of removing irrelevant 
attributess is how to decide which attributes should be removed and which not. The notion of 
'pointt of view' in the above quote summarizes this problem to a certain extent. However, it falls 
shortt of explaining the basic ideas behind abstraction. 

AA modern interpretation interprets abstractions in terms of equivalence relations and parti-
tions.. An equivalence relation ^ is a transitive, symmetric and reflexive, binary relation. When 
elementss in a set are connected by an equivalence relation they are said to be part of the same 
equivalencee class. The equivalence class of an element a, under equivalence relation « is written 
ass [o]« and is the set which contains all elements x such that a « x. If b m a, then a and b are in 
thee same equivalence class and [a]~ is the same set as [b]~. 

Equivalencee relations can also be seen as partitions of a set A. A set of subsets of A is called 
aa partitio n of A if the subsets, called blocks do not overlap and their union results in the set A. 

Thee correspondence between equivalence relations and partitions is illustrated in figure 8.2. 
Blockss of a partition correspond to equivalence classes, since equivalence classes do not overlap 
andd their union results in the complete set. If KS is an equivalence relation over the elements of set 
S,, and P is a partition of S, and each block of P corresponds to an equivalence class given by ss 
thenn ss is said to characterize the partition P of S. 

dd e f 

a b c c 

Figuree 8.2 
Thee correspondence between the equivalence classes, defined by an equivalence relation on elements (on the left) and 
blockss of a partition of the same set (on the right). The depicted equivalence relation characterizes the shown partition. 
Picturee taken from Landman [55]. 

Thee correspondence between partitions and equivalence relations is the key to understanding 
whatt abstraction is about. As an example consider the sentences in table 8.1. The sentences on the 
left-handd side make use of equivalence relations, like 'as tall as', 'as heavy as', etc. The sentences 
onn the right-hand side are identity statements which compare abstractions, like 'length', 'weight' 
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etc.. Both types of sentences are interchangeable, in the sense that they have the same meaning. 
Thee meaning of an abstraction is given by an equivalence relation over elements of a set. 

Johnn is as tall as James the length of John = the length of James 
Johnn is as heavy as James the weight of John = the weight of James 
Thee set A has as many elements as the set B the number of A's = the number of B's 

Tablee 8.1 
Sentencess on the left make use of equivalence relations. On the right abstract properties are compared.. 

Ass an example consider a set P of persons with an equivalence relation m which we will 
interprett as X is as tall as Y. The meaning of 'the length of a' is defined as the equivalence class 
off  a under «, which is [a]~. In other words, the meaning of the length of a consists of the set of 
alll  persons which are as tall as a. 

Notee that this modern notion of abstraction involves adding things together, rather than remov-
ingg them. Abstracting means considering the equivalence classes of a set, rather than its elements. 

Clancey'ss notion of qualitative abstraction can now be illustrated as follows: 
Examplee 8.2 : Consider the set of temperature values {36,3 7,38,39,40,41}. One may choose 

toto partition this set into three blocks: high fever: {40,41}, fever;{38,39}, no fever.{36,37}. 
TheThe relation x is as high a fever as y is the corresponding equivalence relation. The qualitative 
abstractionsabstractions fever, high fever and no fever are the equivalence classes. Abstract reasoning would 
involveinvolve taking the equivalence classes, fever, high fever and no fever, as entities rather than the 
temperaturetemperature values itself. 

Other,, more elaborated examples can be given, but the idea is always the same. Abstract 
classess or concepts are not formed by removing entities. Instead, the meaning of an abstract class 
iss associated with its extension. As the temperature example makes clear, this description is much 
clearerr than the idea of imposing a criterion for removing attributes. 

Hence,, every abstract property defines a partition of a set. Partitions will be quite important 
inn the pages to come and therefore we will first present some formal preliminaries on partitions in 
general. . 

8.55 Partition s as formal structures 

Inn this section we provide some basic, formal definitions. Readers familiar with the mathematics 
off  partitions can skip this section. 

Wee will first give a formal definition of a partition of a set: 
Definitionn 8.1 : A set -K — {A\.. .An} of non-empty subsets Ai C A is a partition of the 

setset A iff 

 UlLi Ai = A (the Ai are a covering of A) 

 Aj Pi Aj = 0 for all Ai, Aj (they are mutually disjoint) 

TheThe subsets Ai are called the blocks of the partition -K of A. 
Whenn we consider two different partitions of the same set then we can order them by a refine-

mentt  relation. 
Definitionn 8.2 : Let P and Q be partitions of the same set S. 

PP is a refinement ofQ, P C Q, iffVX € P, 3Y e Q : X C Y. Intuitively, if P and Q art 
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partitionss of set A and P is a refinement of Q then P divides the set A along the same lines as 
Q,Q, and maybe some more. As an example consider the partition with only one block, namely A 
itself.. Every other partition of A is a refinement of it. On the other extreme, consider the partition 
inn which every element of A is put in a different block. Hence, the blocks of this partition form 
singletonn subsets. It is easy to see that this partition is a refinement of every partition of A. 

Whenn P is a refinement of Q (P Q Q) then we will call Q a generalization of P. 

Twoo operations on partitions are intersection and union. Intersection is the easiest to define: 
Definitionn 8.3 : The intersection of partitions P and Q on set A is given by: 

PP n Q = {X n Y : X G P and Y G Q and X n Y ^ 0} 
Note,Note, that the intersection Pr\Q is a refinement of P and Q. Intuitively, the intersection of two 
partitionss P and Q on the same set, is the partition where each block is a non-empty intersection 
off  blocks of P and Q. One could also think of the intersection in terms of equivalence relations. 
Thee intersection of two partitions corresponds to the conjunction of the corresponding equivalence 
relations,, which is itself an equivalence relation. If a is as tall as b but both are not as tall as c, and 
bb smokes as much as c, but not as much as a, then the conjunction smokes as much and is as tall 
asas results in three different equivalence classes for a, b and c. 

Inn a similar way as the intersection, one could define the union of two partitions as the dis-
junctionn of the two corresponding equivalence relations. Unfortunately, the disjunction of two 
equivalencee relations is often not an equivalence relation. For example, suppose a is as long as 6, 
andd b smokes as much as c. Then this does not imply that a is as long as c or smokes as much as c. 
Inn other words the disjunction of two equivalence relations lacks transitivity, and therefore is not 
ann equivalence relation. The solution is as simple as it is effective: one takes the transitive closure 
off  the disjunction of the two equivalence relation [70]. The transitive closure T(R) of a relation 
RR is the set which includes all elements of R and whenever (a, b ) and (6, c) e T(R) then also 
(a.c)(a.c) eT(R). 

AA different but equivalent definition is formulated entirely in terms of blocks: 

Definitionn 8.4 : The union of P and Q (P U Q ) can be obtained as follows: Z is the 
unificationn of non-empty set of blocks X ofP and Y ofQ iff Z = UX — L)Y. All unifications of 
PP and Q can be ordered by set inclusion. The union of P and Q is the set of minimal unifications 
ofof both. Both P and Q are refinements of this partition. See Landman [55] for details and an 
introductoryintroductory example. 

Intuitively,, the union of two partitions P and Q is the minimal way of removing lines from P 
andd Q such that they are both refinements of the resulting partition. 

Thee intersection and union operations, l~l, U, can be used to combine abstract properties. For 
example,, the property of smoking and working on the same project defines a partition of a set of 
personss which is defined by the intersection of the partition for smoking and the one for working 
onn the same project. The disjunction of the properties may cause problems as we have shown 
above.. The union operation will result in the transitive closure of the properties which may not 
correspondd with the intended meaning. In that case the disjunction of the properties does not lead 
too an equivalence relation and can no longer be considered as an abstract property. In other words, 
thee union of two abstract partitions is only applicable if the disjunction of the two abstractions is 
itselff  an abstraction. 

Definitionn 8.5 : Let P be a partition of the set S\, and Q a partition of the set £2- The 
functionfunction h : Si —  S2 is an isomorphism between P and Q iff: 
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 h is bijective (or one-on-one). 

 For all s^Sj e Si: tfsx and s3 are together in a block ofP then h(si) and h{sj) are together 
inin a block in Q. 

 For all S{, Sj e Si: Ifh(s{) and h(s3) are together in a block in Q then s, and Sj are together 
inin a block in P. 

Inn general an isomorphism is a bijective function between two structures such that the relations 
andd operations are preserved and anti-preserved. In the case of isomorphic partitions this means 
thatt the equivalence relation is preserved and anti-preserved. 

Ass we have seen, the blocks of a partition correspond to equivalence classes under a certain 
equivalencee relation. An isomorphism on partitions can then also be seen as a one-to-one mapping 
whichh preserves (second item in the definition) and anti-preserves (third item in the definition) this 
relation. . 

Itt is not difficult to see that when two partitions are isomorphic they have the same number of 
blockss and each block from one can be mapped to an equal sized block from the other. The reverse 
iss also true: If every block from one partition can be mapped to a block of another partition with 
thee same size, the two are isomorphic. In the pages to come we will refer to isomorphic partitions 
ass sharing the same form. By the form of a partition we mean the number of blocks and the block 
sizes.. Note, that this notion is not found in the literature, since it is our own. 

8.5.11 A partitio n lattice 

Whenn discussing grouping we will make use of the fact that all partitions of a set, ordered by the 
refinementt relation, form a lattice. We will define and explain this notion here. Readers familiar 
withh lattices can safely skip this section. 

Lett A be a set and < be a partial order (a transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric relation). The 
structuree A = {A, <) is called a partial ordered set, or poset for short. If A has an element O such 
thatt O < x, for all x € A then O is called the null element or bottom element. Dually, if A has 
ann element / such that x < I, for all x e A then I is called the universal element or top element. 

Iff  x and y are elements of A then an element u is called a least upper  bound (lub) if: 

(a)) u > x and u > y (u is an upper bound of x and y) 

(b)) w > x and w > y =» w > u 

Dually,, we can define the greatest lower  bound (gib) as an element v such that: 

(a)) v < x and v < y (v is a lower bound of x and y) 

(b)) w < x and w < y => w < v 

Bothh the lub and gib of a pair x and y are unique if they exist. Therefore one can define two 
operationss + and  as follows: lub(x, y) — x + y and glb(x, y) = x  y. 

Definitionn 8.6 : (First Definition) A lattice L is a poset L = {L, <) in which every element 
xx and y has a lub and a gib. 

Ass an example of a lattice consider the powerset p(A) of some set A. (p(A), C) (where C is 
thee set inclusion relation) is a lattice. The intersection n corresponds to the  operation and union 
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UU to the + operation. This lattice has a bottom and a top element, namely 0 and A. It is clear that 
00 C x and .;; C A for all x e p(.4). 

Anotherr example of a lattice is the set of all partitions of a set, ordered by the refinement 
relationn C. If A is a finite set and n is the set of all the partitions on A then (II , Q is a lattice. The 
lubb and gib operations are U and n respectively. The top and bottom element have been introduced 
above:: Every partition is a refinement of A (the top) and the singleton block partition (the bottom) 
iss a refinement of all partitions on A. 

AA lattice can be conveniently pictured as a graph. The elements of the lattice form the nodes 
andd a downward path from x to y denotes x < y. As an example consider Figure 8.3 in which the 
partitionn lattice of the set {a. b, c, d} is shown. 

Figuree 8.3 
Thee lattice of partitions on the set {a. b, c, d} ordered by the refinement relation C. P C Q is depicted by a downward 
linee from P to Q. 

Thee top element I is shown at the top of the picture, and contains as it's only block the set 
{a,, 6, c, d} itself. We will use the following notation for partitions: We write elements in the same 
blockk as a string (in which the order is immaterial) and use spaces to separate blocks. Hence the I 
partitionn is written as abed. The bottom element O is shown at the bottom and consists of the four 
blockss abed. 

Too find the union of the two partitions one locates them in the figure and follows a line upward 
too the node where they first meet. For example, the union of ab cd and ac bd (depicted on the 
extremee left and right in figure 8.3, respectively) is the I partition. To find the intersection of 
twoo partitions one follows a downward line. Hence, ab cd n ac bd = O. Notice that when 
twoo partitions, like a b cd and ab cd, are both on a downward (or upward) path, then one is a 
refinementt of the other (a b cd C ab cd). 
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Ann alternative, but equivalent definition of a lattice is to view the structure as an algebra. We 
wil ll  not prove that the two definitions are equivalent, see for example Rutherford [78] for a proof. 

Definitionn 8.7 : (Second definition) A lattice is a triple (A,+,-), where A is a set and 
++ and  are two binary operations such that the L-laws in table 8.5.1 are valid for elements 
x,y,zx,y,z .. . E A. 

LLvv:x-y:x-y = y-x L\+ : x + y = y + x 
LL22.. : x  (y  z) = (x  y)  z L2+  : x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 
L3.L3. : x  (x + y) — x L$+ : x + (x  y) = x 
DD : x  (y + z) = x  y + x  z 

Tablee 8.2 
Thee commutative (first row), associative (second row) and absorptive laws which are valid in any lattice. The law D 
(distributivity)) is not valid in all lattices. 

Hence,, the powerset lattice mentioned above denotes an algebra (p{A), U, n) and the partition 
latticee the algebra {II , U, n). In all lattices the following three conditions are equivalent: 

xx + V — V x  y — x x < y 

Andd so in particular for partitions x, y: 

xUyy = y x n y — x xQy 

Thee reader can verify that the L laws hold for the U and n operations on partitions, where 
insteadd of + one reads U and instead of  one reads l~l. 

However,, not all lattices have the same properties. For example, all powerset lattices are 
distributivee which means that the law D in table 8.5.1 is valid. 

Partitionn lattices are not distributive (which we will not prove). This is important because it 
meanss that the corresponding algebra does not have a complement operation. 

Definitionn 8.8 : If a lattice (A, +, }  has a top I and bottom element O than x is a comple-
mentment ofy (and y ofx) iffx  y — O andx + y — I (for x, y £ A). 

Inn a powerset lattice {p(A),U, n) with finite A, the complement of a set x 6 p(A) is the set 
differencedd ~ x. So, if A — {1,2,3,4}  andx = {1,2}  the complement y of x is {3,4} . Here, as 
inn any distributive lattice, the complement ofx is an unique element y, and therefore corresponds 
too an operation (set-difference). Because a partition lattice lacks distributivity the complement of a 
partitionn is not necessarily unique, and therefore does not correspond to an operation (a function). 
Wee will see examples of how a partition can have more than one complement later on. 

8.66 Constraints and abstractions 

Thee subject of this chapter is the application of the mathematics of partitions to the use of abstrac-
tionss in constraints in assignment problems. We will show how a grouping problem can be seen as 
searchingg the partition lattice. In particular we will limit ourselves to the analysis of four general 
constraintss which make use of abstractions. 

Inn the following we assume that the number of resources and subjects are equal. We will 
considerr four elementary formulations of such constraints. As an introductory example, consider 
thee following constraints: 
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 People working on the same project must share rooms. 

 Smokers and non-smokers are not allowed to share the same room. 

 People working on the same project are not allowed to share a room. 

 People working on different projects must share rooms. 

Thesee constraints make use of equivalence relations such as "sharing the same room", "work-
ingg on the same project". They define partitions on subjects and resources. For example, the 
"room"-partitionn partitions all places into blocks, where each block corresponds to a room. In the 
samee way calling every individual a smoker or a non-smoker partitions the set of subjects (per-
sons)) in two. The corresponding equivalence relation could be formulated as: "x is as much a 
smokerr as y". 

Also,, these constraints demand that all subjects which share or differ in some abstract prop-
ertyy should be assigned a resource with the same/different abstract property. The four example 
constraintss above, can be seen as representing four basic types of constraints. 

Lett x. y be different subjects which should be assigned to resources. Let f(x) and f(y) be 
thee resources assigned to x and y under the assignment ƒ. The constraints we are considering 
alll  mention a partition of subjects and one on resources. Let «5 be the equivalence relation on 
subjects,, which corresponds to the partition of subjects mentioned in the constraint, and ~^ the 
equivalencee relation corresponding to the partition of resources, also mentioned in the constraint. 
Thee basic types of constraint can then be formulated as follows (for all subjects x. y): 

(C.)) [.r]*, . = [yks. =>  [f(x)UN = [f(y)UR 

(C-2)(C-2) [xUs Ï [yUs => [f(x)UH ? [f(y)UR 

(C,)(C,) [xUs = [y]*,  =  [f{x)UH + [f(y)UR 

(C,)(C,) [.,-]«, ^ [yk , =  [ƒ(*)]* „  = [f(y)]* H 

Notee that [.r]- = [y]^ is equivalent to saying that x and y are in the same block of the partition 
underr the equivalence relation ss, i.e. they belong to the same abstract class, or share the same 
abstractt property. 

Groupingg is the method where the goal is to find a partition (or grouping) of subjects which has 
thee same form as the partition of resources. In other words: Grouping involves finding a partition 
off  subjects which is isomorphic to the partition of resources. 

Whenn we have a found such a grouping, which has the same number of blocks, each of the 
samee size as a block of resources, then any block of subjects can be easily assigned to a block of 
resources.. This assignment of blocks of subjects to blocks of resources is simple: For a block of 
subjectss find a block of resources of the same size. 

Thee four elementary constraint types C\... C4, can be reformulated for grouping. Instead 
off  [/(j')]=f l — [f{y))~H 'n t ne a r j ove formulation of the above constraint types, we can read 
[x]~ f,, = [y]^c- Here ^c is the equivalence relation of the wanted grouping on subjects, which 
iss isomorphic to the equivalence relation on resources ~#. 

Thee four constraints types can now entirely be formulated in terms of partitions on the set of 
subjectss S. 
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(COO [*]«„  = [yUs =  [xUc = [y]«c 

<C2)) [*]*. , # [y] ass => [x]^ . ^ [j,]^ . 

(Cs)(Cs) [xUs = [yUs =» [*]*< , ^ [!,]«„ 

(C4)) [*]*. „  ^ [ y ] ^ =  [J:]%C = [yUc 

Wee will call constraints of type C\ together—'together constraints. It states that if x and y are 
togetherr in a block of the partition P ŝ ( characterized by ms) on the set of subjects S, then they 
shouldd also be together in the grouping P~G (the partition of S characterized by &c)-

Constraintss of type C2 state the reverse of C\ and will be called not-together->not-together 
constraints.. Together-^not-together constraints are of type C3. C3 expresses that subjects x and y 
whichh occur in one block should be separate in the grouping partition. 

Finally,, the not-together-^together constraints are the ones described by C4. It states that all 
subjectss which are separated must be put together in the grouping. Notice that this last constraint 
iss not very meaningful. If there are subjects in different blocks, it can (only) be satisfied by putting 
alll  subjects together in one block. One might object that the natural language formulation, given 
att the start of this section, is wrongly translated into formal language. In that case, one will find 
thatt the wanted formalization is among the other three. We will provide a more thorough account 
inn section 8.9.4. 

Thee constraint types C\ ... C4 can be equivalently formulated as follows: 

(Ci)) P ŝ E P â. 

{CD{CD P Ĝ c Pvs. 

(C3)) P*s n P ĉ = O. 

(C4)) P*s = ƒ or PX(, = I. 

(Inn C3 O is the partition with singleton sets as blocks, the bottom element of the partition 
lattice.. In C4 I is the top element and is the partition with one block.) 

Wee will show that these formulations are indeed equivalent to the previous formulations of C\ 
too C\. To see the validity of C\ and C2 we will prove the following: 

Theoremm 8.1 : Consider two partitions P and Q on the same set S and the following holds: 
Ifx,yIfx,y are together in a block of P then they are together in a block ofQ. We claim that in that 
casecase P is a refinement ofQ,PC.Q. 
Proof::  Suppose not, then there must be a block B in P which is not a subset of any block in 
Q.Q. This block B must contain more than one element. Then there must be elements b\ and 62 

togetherr in B which are not together in a block in Q. Contradiction. 

Fromm this we can see that C\ can be expressed as P~s C P~c. Regarding C2, notice that 
ii xxUsUs ^ [vUs =*  k K ; ï ivUc is equivalent to: [x]~c = [y]~G =  [x]~.s - [y}~s. This proves 
thee validity of the above formulation of C2. 

Cj,Cj, is equivalent to the requirement that the result of the intersection of the two partitions on 
subjectss is a partition where each block contains exactly one element, and the disjunction of the 
twoo partitions yields the partition with one block: the set of subjects itself. We will prove the 
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followingg theorem. 

Theoremm 8.2 : Let S be a finite set and O the singleton block partition of S, Let the 
equivalenceequivalence relations %s and «c both define partitions on S, denoted by P ŝ and P~f . 
respectively. respectively. 
[*Us[*Us  = [yUs - [*UG Ï \VUG for different x.y e S O P ,, n P Ĝ = O 

Proof::  (=>) By contraposition, suppose [x]^s = [y}^s —> [x}^ c / [y]^G holds, and there is a 
blockk in the intersection of P~s and P~G. with more than one element. We denote two (different) 
elementss of this block by a and b. Hence a and b have the same equivalence class in both P»*., 
andd in P (̂:, otherwise they would not appear in the same block in the intersection. And hence 
[r/]~s.. = [£»]~s and by assumption [a]~a / [b]^ tt. Contradiction. 

(<=):(<=):  Suppose P~s, n Pte(7 yields a partition with only blocks of exactly one element. Assume 
byy contraposition, for some different x.y [x]^ s = [y}^s and [x]^ G = [y]^ G-

[,r]-s.. contains x by reflexivity. [j']^ s contains at least a second element y because 
[x]~s.. = [y]^ . and x -£ y. The same reasoning for [x]~G and [y]«G. yields that x.y are also 
twoo different elements in these blocks. Hence x.y € [x}^s n [j]s:f.. So there is a block in the 
intersectionn of P ŝ and P~G with more than one element. Contradiction. 

8.77 The nature of grouping 

Inn summary, the constraints we have described are all of the form: 
Iff  subjects x and y are (not) together in a block in partition P then they should be assigned to a 
blockk such that they are (not) together in partition Q. 

Thee original partition of subjects (P in the above formulation) is given. In addition the form of 
thee grouping partition is also known. It is equal to the partition of the assignments (Q in the above 
formulation).. Finally, the relation between the partition of subjects and the grouping is given by 
thee constraints, as presented in the previous section. The grouping partition (on subjects) itself, is 
unknown. . 

Forr example, a together^together constraint presents us with a partition of subjects S, P~s, 
ann unknown grouping (partition of S) P~G of which we only know the number of blocks and the 
blockk sizes, and the relation P ŝ C P Ĝ. The problem is to find a grouping (partition) of the 
properr form which satisfies the relation. 

Wee can formulate this problem in a partition algebra (11(5). U. n) (where ïl(S) denotes all 
thee partitions on 5). Remember that P-s C P7=(, is equivalent to P~s. n P~a — P~5. Hence the 
problemm is to find P â of which we know the number and sizes of blocks such that P~s. n P~G = 
P~~ s. holds for a given P -s . 

Ass a simple example consider four people a.b.c.dof which a and b work on the same project 
andd c and d each on a different project. Working on the same project then imposes a partition, 
namelyy ab c d on the set of four persons. Suppose that we have a together^together constraint 
whichh states that persons working on the same project should share the same room. The rooms, 
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andd the places in them, provide us with the form of the wanted grouping. In this example there are 
twoo rooms, each with two places. 

Too satisfy the constraint we should look for a partition with two blocks of size two, of which 
abab c d is a refinement. Inspecting Figure 8.3 one quickly sees that there is only one such partition, 
namelyy ab cd. This grouping satisfies the constraint. 

Hence,, we can make use of the partition lattice as a search space. We are given a node in the 
graph,, a specification (form) of another and a relation (the constraint type) between the two which 
shouldd be satisfied. 

Anotherr view is to look at the partition lattice as an algebraic structure which is used in a 
'reverse'' way. The standard, or 'forward' manner of using an algebra is to perform operations 
onn certain, given elements. In the case of a partition algebra one performs intersection and union 
operationss on given partitions. 

However,, in this case one is given only one partition (of subjects) and the form (a partition of 
resources)) of another. The objective here is to fil l in the unknown partition by applying operations 
inn a restricted way. Hence, in a sense, one uses the algebraic structure in a 'reverse' manner. 

Thiss situation is reminiscent of performing abduction in logic. Formally, in abductive logic 
onee has a formula (3, called the observation, and a theory 0 and one looks for a formula a, called 
ann explanation, such that 0, a f= Q. So, instead of using 'forward' deduction, one tries to reason 
backwardss from the conclusion to the hypothesis. 

Deductivee reasoning in logic involves the application of operations on the formulas in the 
theoryy in order to arrive at a conclusion. When performing abducting one starts with the conclusion 
andd tries to find a missing formula. Similarly, instead of performing straight, 'forward' reasoning 
inn the partition algebra, the reasoning is 'backward', and one searches for the identity of a partition 
whichh satisfies the statement. 

8.88 Merging and splittin g blocks 

Whenn one looks at a partition lattice like for example the one in Figure 8.3 one sees that the number 
off  blocks are the same for all partitions at each level of the lattice. By the level of the lattice, we 
meann all nodes in the graph with an equal distance from the top/bottom. 

Thee number of blocks of the top element of the lattice I is one. And the number of blocks of 
thee bottom element O equals the number of elements in the set S, written as \S\. 

Inn Figure 8.3 O has four blocks, I one and their difference in size is 4 - 1 = 3. This number 
alsoo indicates the distance between the two nodes in the graph. As another example, consider the 
partitionn ab cd which has two blocks and is at a distance of one from I and two from O. 

Inn general, if we start at a certain node in a partition lattice then moving down one node in the 
graphh increases the number of blocks by one. Going up decreases the number of blocks. There are 
somee useful properties between the number of blocks of partitions and their refinement relation. 
First,, if P Q Q then P has more blocks than Q. Second, if P has n blocks and Q m and P C Q, 
suchh that n > m, then P can be reached from Q by a n — m length downward path in the lattice. 

Whenn one partition P is a refinement of another partition Q, then Q can be constructed from 
PP as follows: Choose two blocks from P and merge them together into a single block (which is 
theirr union). Continue to merge blocks either chosen from P or obtained by successive merges 
untill  Q is obtained. Note, that in order to obtain Q from P one has to make the right choices of 
whichh blocks to merge. 
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Also,, P can be constructed from Q by the successive splitting of blocks from Q. By splitting 
aa block we mean splitting it in two. Obviously, for blocks with more than two elements, there are 
severall  ways of doing this. 

Movingg down the lattice one level deeper involves the splitting of a block in two. We call this 
proceduree refining the partition. Moving up one level involves merging two blocks and we speak 
off  generalizing the partition. So, by generalizing and refining one can move through the lattice. 
Thee search for a particular grouping as specified by the constraints which we have defined thus 
far,, can thus be viewed as a search through the lattice. This search is limited by the distance of the 
twoo partitions, which can be computed if the number of blocks is known. 

Thesee observations can be used in the search for a grouping partition. In the following section 
wee wil l treat the constraint types separately and provide examples. 

8.99 Finding groupings for the constraints 

Wee wil l treat the three constraint types separately now. Providing examples, we wil l show how 
thee partition lattice serves as a search space for the problem of finding the grouping. The formal 
structuree of the problem can be used to control the search. 

8.9.11 Together--^together constraints 

Ass we have seen, together ^together constraints express that the given partition of subjects 
shouldd be a refinement of the wanted grouping, of which only the form is known (P~G). This 
propertyy can help us to find the desired partition in instances of assignment problems. Here, we 
cann make use of the fact that when P. Q are partitions and P Q Q, then Q can be obtained from 
PP by merging blocks from P. 

Examplee 8.3 : Six persons C = {a.b.c.d.e. f} have to be assigned to six places. All 
personspersons work on projects {pi. pi. p% }  . Person a works on project p\, b on pi and p%, c on p2, d 
onon p\, c and ƒ on p%. Notice that the equivalence relation on the set of subjects S '\r works on 
thethe same projects as y" partitions the set of persons into four blocks: P~s. — ad. b. c. cf. This is 
depicteddepicted on the left side of figure 8.4. 

TheThe following constraint must hold: all persons who work on the same project(s) must share 
thethe same room. Consider a situation where there are 4 rooms with 1 seat and I room with 2 ((a) in 
figurefigure 8.4). This problem has no solution. The form of the desired grouping partition of persons 
P~P~(;(; is the same as the given room partition. We denote this form by X. X, X. X. XX where each 
XX is an (yet unknown) element of S and each sequence of X 's a block (see (a) in figure 8.4). The 
numbernumber of blocks of this form is 5. The projects partition P ~s must be a refinement of P~(;, and 
thereforetherefore should have more blocks. ButP~s has 4 blocks. Hence, the problem can not be solved. 

ConsiderConsider another situation where there are 3 rooms with 2 places each ((b) in figure 8.4). This 
partitionpartition has 3 blocks and hence the problem is solvable. By merging blocks ofP~s we can obtain 
thethe desired form. This can be done by 4 - 3 = 1 merges. merges. It is easy to see that this merge involves 
thethe single element blocks {b} and {c}. 

Findingg a grouping which wil l solve a together^together constraint can thus be formulated 
ass trying to construct a partition Pt e (. of a certain form (sizes and number of blocks), by the 
successivee merging of blocks, starting with P~s. If the number of blocks of the grouping P~(. is 
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Pi i 

P2P3 3 

I>2 I>2 

P.; P.; 

P*P* ss P«o(a) P«G(b) 
Figuree 8.4 
Thee partition F s , must be a refinement of the goal partition Paa- The figure shows two problems ((a) and (b)). In (a) 
thee elements together in a block in P ^s must be assigned such that they end up together in a block of P ĉ{a)- The 
problemm (b) uses P&G(b) instead of P ĉ(a)-

mm and that of P~s, the partition on subjects, is n then P~(, can be constructed from P~s 'mn — m 
merges. . 

Assumingg n > m, a greedy algorithm can be used to find the wanted grouping. Let PXs = 
{bi..{bi.. . bn}, with block sizes \b\ \... \bn\. Let x\ ... xm be the sizes of the blocks in the wanted 
partitionn P~G. Starting with the largest number X{ we try to find blocks bj . .. b*  such that xt = 
\bj\\bj\ 4- ... + |ifc|. If this fails the algorithm ends with no solution. Else we merge the blocks, 
obtainingg the first block of the wanted grouping P«0. The total number of blocks merged so far 
shouldd not exceed n — m. Next, the blocks bj .. . bk are marked as used so that they will not be 
usedd again. This procedure can be repeated for every Xi in decreasing order, using only unmarked 
blockss from Pas. 

Thatt this algorithm is correct follows from the analysis of partitions presented so far. The 
algorithmm is greedy [13] because we can start with the largest block size of the grouping and try 
too fill  it by one or more blocks of PKc. That we can do this follows from the fact that we can only 
mergee blocks. Hence in order to fill  the largest block of the grouping it must consist of merged 
blockss of P~G. 

Thee marking of blocks prevents the blocks of being used more than once in a merge. This has 
too be prevented otherwise elements could end up in the grouping more than once. 

8.9.22 Not-together—>not-together 

Not-together^not-togetherNot-together^not-together constraints express that if x and y have different abstract properties 
theyy should be assigned to resources of a different type. This states that the goal partition of sub-
jectss P~a should be a refinement of the given partition of subjects P ŝ: Paa Q -P«s- This is sim-
ilarr to together^together constraints, except that the partitions on both sides of C are switched. 
Similarr to the together—together constraints this property can help us find the desired grouping. 
Insteadd of moving up the lattice, starting from P«s, the search proceeds downwards. 

a a d d 

b b 

c c 

e e f f 
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Thee grouping can be obtained by refining the partition of subjects f~G. Refining a partition 
meanss splitting one or more of the blocks. Here we make use of the fact that if P and Q are 
partitionss and P C Q then P can be obtained from Q by successive splitting of blocks, starting 
withh the ones in Q. 

Iff  the partition on subjects P~s does have more blocks than the grouping PXG, the problem 
iss unsolvable, for blocks of P~s should be split to arrive at P«G. The greedy algorithm to find 
thee wanted grouping as presented for together^together constraints can be adapted for the not-
together-^not-togethertogether-^not-together case, by just switching the roles for P~a and P~s. 

Ass above, let P~s = {61 .. . bn } , with block sizes |&i|... |6n|, and x\... xm be the sizes of 
thee blocks in the wanted partition PKG-

Startingg with the largest block bt we try to find numbers Xj ... Xk such that |6j| = x3-, + .. .+Xk-
Iff  this fails the algorithm ends with no solution. Else we split the block b, in such a way that we 
obtainn blocks with sizes Xj ... x^. Every extra block counts as a split, and the total number should 
nott exceed m — n, where m is the block size of P=G, and n of P«s. The procedure proceeds 
exactlyy as in the together—^together case. 

8.9.33 Together mot-together 

Together-^not-togetherTogether-^not-together constraints express that the intersection of P~s. and P~c yields the 
bottomm partition O of which each block contains exactly one element: P~s n PXG = O. 

Moree directly, as the name indicates a together^not-together constraint states that when two 
elementss are in a block of the given partition they should not be together in a group. We will 
describee a procedure which will take as input a partition P and produce as output a partition Q 
suchh that every two elements which are together in a block in P are not together in a block in Q. 
Wee will call this procedure distribution , and the result Q a distribution of P. Figure 8.5 shows 
ann example of a simple distribution from one partition to another. 

Figuree 8.5 
AA partition P of 5 elements in two blocks, is distributed over a partition of three blocks. Notice that each two elements 
whichh are together in a block of P, end up in a different block in the distribution. 

Fromm the input partition P we take the largest block. All elements of the largest block in P 
mustt be in a different block in the resulting partition Q. Hence, the distribution Q will have as 
muchh blocks as the largest block size of P. The elements of the other blocks in P can likewise 
bee distributed over the blocks in Q. After all elements have been distributed this way all elements 
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thatt were together in a block in P are not together in any block of Q. Hence, the distribution Q of 
PP satisfies the together—mot-together constraint. 

Thee distribution Q of a partition F is a complement of P. Remember that saying that Q is the 
complementt of P is equivalent to saying that P\lQ — O and P U Q = I (where O is the bottom, 
II  the top of the partition lattice). 

Inn the distribution Q of a partition P, elements are apart which were originally together in a 
blockk in P. Hence PnQ — O holds when Q is a distribution of P. Proving P U Q — ƒ involves 
showingg that all elements are either together in a block of P or of Q, or are in the transitive closure 
off  this disjunction. Note that the number of blocks of Q is equal to the largest block size in P. Let 
thee largest block of P be B. Then in Q every element is either together in a block with an element 
fromm B or is itself an element of B. From this it follows that the union of P and Q results in the 
singlee block partition. 

Thee distribution procedure is clearly indeterministic. There can be various ways to distribute 
thee elements of a partition and equivalently there can be more than one complement of a partition. 
Thiss fact hampers the search of a solution for a together-^not-together constraint. 

Afterr distribution of a partition P, in the result Q all the elements which were together in a 
blockk in P are not together in a block in Q. Note however that together^* not-together does not 
expresss that P~G should be a complement of P~s. Instead it says that P~G should be a refinement 
ofof a complement of P«G. 

Soo when Q is the result of a distribution of Q we can safely split some blocks from Q with-
outt having to fear that elements which were together in a block in P will end up together in a 
blockk again. Hence, a distribution of P Ĝ can safely be refined without disturbing together^not-
together,together, however we can not merge any blocks in it. Merging blocks would mean putting elements 
togetherr which should be separated, whilst splitting blocks will leave the constraint intact. In sum-
maryy we can say that together^>not-together constraints express that P~c should be a refinement 
(nott necessarily a proper refinement) of a complement of P~s,. 

Thee form of P~G is given. We can again use properties of the form to check whether the 
problemm is solvable or not. The minimal number of blocks in the distribution equals the maximum 
blockk size of the given partition. This leads to the following result: 

Theoremm 8.3 : A together—mot-together constraint is unsolvable if (and only if) the 
numbernumber of blocks ofP~G is less than the largest block size in P ŝ. 

Proof:(=>)) By contraposition. Suppose a together—mot-together constraint is solvable, then 
P«GG is a refinement of the complement of P~9. Any complement of P ŝ has n blocks, where n 
iss the number of the largest block size in P~s. P~f ; is a refinement of a complement of P~5 and 
soo as at least as many blocks. 

(<*=)) By contraposition. Suppose a together-^not-together constraint is unsolvable but 
thee number of blocks of P~G is equal or greater than the largest block size in P=s<,.. The 
together^not-togethertogether^not-together constraint is unsolvable so P~G is not a refinement of a complement of 
P«G.. However, the number of blocks of P~G is equal or greater than the largest block size in 
Pt e s,, and so we can form a distribution of P ŝ and take 0 or more steps to refine it to arrive at the 
formm of P=sf;. Hence the together^not-together constraint is solvable. 

Thee following algorithm can be used for together^not-together constraints: First, check 
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whetherr the problem is solvable, using the result established above. Then, take the largest block 
withh size m from P~s. and distribute its elements over m different groups. Distribute the elements 
off  the other blocks over these groups in such a way that that no two elements of a block end up in 
thee same group. Obviously there are several ways of doing this, and any of them will do. Next, 
refinee the obtained partition using the greedy algorithm for the together^together constraints, 
untill  the wanted form is established. 

Examplee 8.4 : We consider again the situation described in the example for the previous 
constraint:constraint: person a works on project p\,b on p? and p^, c on p-i, d onpi, e and ƒ on p^. This 
projectproject partition of subjects (persons) is shown on the left of figure 8.6. The resource partition is 
againagain formed by rooms: there are 4 rooms with 1 seat and 1 room with 2. This time we demand that 
allall  people working on the same projects must not share rooms. Hence, the form of the grouping 
wewe look for is X, X, X, X, XX, shown in the middle of figure 8.6. 

a a 

c c 

e e 

b b 

d d 

f f 

P~SP~S P~G O 

Figur ee 8.6 
Thee goal is to find a partition P&G (of which only the form is known) such that the intersection with P ŝ results in a 
partitionn O where each block contains a single component. 

BecauseBecause we are dealing with a together^not-together the intersection of the partition 
ad,ad, b, c, e f and the wanted grouping PX(. must be equal to the partition O where each block 
hashas a single element: a.b.c. d. e. ƒ (on the right of figure 8.6). In order to find such a grouping 
wewe will  first produce a distribution (complement) of the partition ad. b, c. e f and, when necessary, 
refinerefine it till  it has the proper form (X, X. X, X, XX). 

InIn order to distribute the partition ad. b, c, e ƒ, we note that the largest block size of ad, b, c, e f 
isis two. Hence, the distribution has two blocks and we can distribute the elements over them as 
follows:follows: abce. df (other distributions are possible). P~(. must be of the form X. X. X. X. XX, 
andand hence the obtained two-blocked partition needs refinement. A solution can now be obtained 
byby splitting blocks of this distribution repeatedly: a.d. e. f, be is one of the results which can be 
obtainedobtained in three splits. 

Ann alternative algorithm is to directly "distribute" the elements of each block of P~s into the 
formm of the grouping, when possible. By "distributing" here we mean that all elements of the 
samee block are distributed over different blocks in the target partition. In the above example this 
meanss that the elements of the blocks of ad. b. c. e f can directly be distributed over the blocks of 
X.X. X. X. X, XX to get a.d.e. ƒ. be. 

Pi Pi 

P2P3 P2P3 

P2 2 

Mi i 

a a d d 

b b 

c c 

e e f f 
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8.9.44 Not-together ^together 

Wee have already remarked that constraints of this type are not meaningful. Either the partition 
P^P ŝs or the wanted grouping is equal (or both) to the top partition I which has one block. We will 
provee this by means of the following theorem: 

Theoremm 8.4 : Suppose P~s is a partition of a set C with more than one block. I is the 
partitionpartition with C as it's only block. Let [x]~s and [y]^ s be blocks of P~s and x, y elements ofC. 
Vx,, y E C: [xUs Ï [y}~s =>  [x]~G = [y]«G , «• P ĉ = I. 

Proof::  (=>)  We assume P~s has more than one block and [x]~5  ̂ [y]=5 =>• [x]^ G — [y]«a- By 
contrapositionn suppose that P~G has more than one block. Then there are two elements a, b such 
thatt [a]ssG T̂  [&]R=G- Then by assumption [a]~s = [b]^s. Ps=s has more than one block, hence 
theree is an element c in a different block from a and b in P ŝ. But then c must be in the same 
blockk as a and b in P Ĝ, and hence [a]«G = [b]«G = P ĉ-

(<HH Trivial. If P ĉ = I then [x]~G = [y]«G for all x, y E C, 
Clearly,, putting all subjects into the same group is often not a very useful constraint. Subjects 

cann only be put into different groups if the partition of subjects is equal to the unpartitioned set of 
subjects.. An example may clarify this. Suppose we demand that for all (different) people x and y: 
iff x and y work on different projects then they must be placed in the same room. We also assume 
thatt there is more than one project. If there are people working on different projects then everybody 
endss up in the same room. To see this, suppose you work in a room together with another person. 
Supposee there is another room next door, then the persons occupying this room should work on 
thee same projects as you and your roommate. Otherwise they should be in your room. However, 
wee have assumed more than one project so somewhere there must be sitting someone who works 
onn a different project than you. He or she must be in your room! But then this roommate of yours 
willl also work on different projects from the people next door. Hence he/she must also be in their 
roomm and everybody ends up in a single room. Only if all people work on the same projects can 
theyy be assigned to different rooms. 

Thee form of this constraint can be quite confusing. One can argue that the natural language 
statement:: "If people work on different projects they must share a room" can mean something like 
"roomss should not contain people working on the same projects". If one agrees with this, then the 
statementt "If people work on different projects they must share a room" cannot be translated to 
thee universally quantified statement "x and y work on different projects => x and y share a room", 
butt rather to "x and y share a room =$> x and y work on different projects". This last formulation 
iss a together^not-together constraint. 

8.100 Combining constraints 

AA grouping problem often consists of more than one of the constraints discussed above. If these are 
off the same type they can be rewritten to one constraint of that type. For example two constraints 
off the same type can be rewritten to one constraint of that type by taking the intersection of the 
twoo partitions of subjects, and the intersection of the two partition of resources. The resulting 
constraintt then defines a relation between these intersections. 
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Notee that the intersection of partitions is equivalent to the conjunction of abstract properties. 
AA small example might explain the idea intuitively: Suppose a number people, each working 
onn certain projects are assigned to offices. Some persons are married to each other. Here, we 
havee two partitions on persons: a projects partition and a marriage partition. Two constraints of 
thee same type like, for example: "people working on the same projects must share rooms", and 
"peoplee married to each other should share a room", can be rewritten into one constraint: "People 
workingg on the same projects and who are married to each other, must share a room". Clearly the 
conjunctionn corresponds to the intersection of the projects and marriage partitions. 

8.10.11 Combining constraints of different types 

Whenn multiple constraints of different types have to be satisfied, finding groupings for each con-
straintt wil l not suffice. Satisfying a single constraint can be done, as we have seen, by finding 
aa grouping which is isomorphic to the partition of resources, i.e. has the same form. To satisfy 
moree than one constraint requires the same isomorphism for all the groupings which satisfy the 
individuall  constraints. 

Problemss with more than one constraint of the types described above, can mention different 
partitionss on subjects and resources. For example, consider a constraint stating that all smokers 
andd non-smokers are not allowed to share a room, and a another constraint stating that all people 
workingg on project X should be given a desk close to a window. The first constraint mentions 
"smoker/non-smoker""  as the subjects partition and "rooms" as resource partition. The second 
distinguishess "workers on project X" (and those who do not work on project X) as a bipartite 
partitionn of subjects. The partition of resources is here given a by "window seats/non-window 
seats".. In such cases one must find a grouping which satisfies both constraints. It is clear that 
multiplee constraints constrain each others solutions further. 

Wee consider the problem of finding a grouping which satisfies two constraints, C\ and C?. 
C\C\ mentions a partition of subjects P ^i and its solution is a partition (a grouping) P=f ; i with 
thee same form as a partition on resources P^,<\. (the same holds for C? using similar partitions, 
suffixedd with 2 instead of 1.) 

Supposee we find two groupings P Ĝ\ and P=f .2 which each satisfy the two constraints C\ 
andd C-2 respectively. In order to find a single grouping which satisfies both constraints at the same 
timee we must make sure that the intersection of these two groupings is of the same form as the 
intersectionn of the resource partitions of the two constraints. 

Wee make use of the following theorem. 

Theoremm 8.5 : Let P (̂;\ be a grouping with the same form as P l̂t\, satisfying a constraint 

C\C\ . Let Psx(;2 t>e a grouping with the same form as P=H2> satisfying a constraint C2 . 

TheThe grouping P=sc;i n P Ĝi is a solution to both C\ and C-i iff it has the same form as 

/ \ „ ,np^ 2 . . 
Wee prove this as follows: 

Proof:(=^)Proof:(=^)  Suppose P ĉ;\ n Pf t ( ; 2 is a solution to both C\ and C2 then we can map each block of 

itit  to a similar block of P R̂i and P=„2, because P Ĝ\ has the form of P=;Ri and P ^ .2 of P~,R2, 

andand hence to their intersection. 

(<=)) Suppose P;sf ;i n P f̂ ; 2 bas the form of P~R\ n P R̂2 then it satisfies C\ and C2- This is 

trivialtrivial  since P~( , 1 and P Ĝ2 both have the same form as Pi and R2, respectively, and hence their 
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intersectionintersection is a solution to both C\ and C2. 

Intuitively,, the conjunction of two abstract properties stands for the intersection of the associ-
atedd partitions. Formally, if the intersection of the two groupings is isomorphic to the intersection 
off  the resource partitions then the two groupings can be mapped to their respective resource parti-
tionss under the same isomorphism. 

8.10.22 Using the partitio n lattice for  problem solving 

Ann initial method for solving multiple grouping constraints C\,., Cn can now be formulated as 
follows:: Solve C\ and C2 and check whether the form of their intersection matches that of the 
intersectionss of the respective forms of the resource partitions. If not, start backtracking, else 
checkk the given grouping with the following constraint C3 etc. 

However,, this is a very naive approach. In some cases it is not difficult to come up with better 
methods.. The basic idea that we would like to emphasize is that one can use the partition lattice to 
conductt the search. Constraints provide information about where the solution should be located. 
Onee can make use of this when developing methods. We will give an example of how multiple 
constraintss can make use of the partition lattice. 

Examplee 8.5 : The set {a, b. c, d, e, ƒ}  of persons is to be assigned to three rooms, each of 
twotwo places each. Only b and c smoke. Person a works on project p\,b on P2 and ps, c on P2, d on 
P\,P\, e and ƒ onpz. There are two constraints, on the assignment of persons to places, c\ and C2. 

C\C\ : All people working on the same projects must share rooms. 

C2C2 •' Smokers are not allowed to share a room with non-smokers. 

ConstraintConstraint C\ is a together— -̂together constraint, C2 a not-together—>not-together constraint. 
BothBoth constraints mention the same partition of resources, namely rooms. Hence, P R̂\ = P R̂2-
LetLet P~si be the projects partition of subjects, P ŝ2 the smoke partition. Let P~a\ be the wanted 
groupinggrouping forC\, and P Ĝ2 forC2- Obviously P=Gi has the form ofP~R\, P Ĝ2 of P R̂2- Hence 
thethe constraints C\ and C2 can be written as: 

C\:C\: -P=si E P ĉi 

CC22::  P*G2 E P« s 2 

SinceSince both constraints mention the same resource partition (rooms), P R̂i = PKR2 the group-
ingsings must have the same form. Since we look for one grouping satisfying both constraints we have 
-P«Gii — P Ĝ2 and hence the two constraints are equivalent to: P ŝi E P Ĝ\ E P ŝ2-

NoticeNotice that this implies that P ŝ\ E P»s2- If we check this in our example, we find that this 
isis indeed the case: the projects partition is a refinement of the smokers partition. If this were not 
so,so, (for example 'a' and 'c ' would be the smokers) then the problem would have no solution. 

SinceSince G\ — G2, they occupy the same place on the lattice which is on a downward path from 
P2P2 to P\, see figure 8.7. 

TheThe wanted grouping can be found by splitting blocks from Pi in such a way that elements 
togethertogether in P\ are not separated by the splits. This will  result in a grouping which is a refinement 
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P2 2 

split t 

G1=G2 2 

merge e 
P1 1 

Figuree 8.7 
Partt of the partition lattice on subjects. PKsi is a refinement of P«0i = P«G2. which is a refinement of 

--

off  P2, and which can be refined towards Pi. Actually, one split is all that is needed, since G\ has 
toto have 3, and Pj has 2 blocks. P2 = be adef, splitting be makes no sense because it will  not lead 
toto the preferred form, a and d can't be split because they are together in a block of Pi. This is also 
truetrue for e and ƒ, hence the result is bc ad e ƒ. 

NoticeNotice that we can have a similar method by going upward in the lattice, starting from P\ and 
mergingmerging blocks. In that case only merges are allowed which do not bring together elements which 
areare separated in P2. 

Thiss example shows how combining constraints of types together-^together and not-
together^togethertogether^together which share the same partition of resources can be solved. It serves to show 
howw one can make use of formal properties in the formulation of methods to solve problems with 
multiplee constraints. 

Otherr combinations can be more difficult. From the properties of the individual types one can 
deducee that constraint sets which include C3 types are harder to solve than others. The reason lies 
inn the absence of a unique complement. Whereas in C\ and C2 the problem is given by refinement, 
C33 involves the refinement of a complement. Since complements are not unique backtracking 
seemss hard to circumvent. 

Wee will not list all possible combinations of the three constraint types here. We will leave their 
analysiss to some other time. Note however, that every constraint starts at a partition in the lattice 
andd knows the form, and hence the level of the partition where the solution can be found. Combin-
ingg constraints involves bringing two starting points together. Dependent on these positions one 
cann exclude certain parts of the lattice, or come up with efficient methods for searching a solution. 

8.111 An update system for grouping 

Wee will show how grouping can be represented as an update system along the lines of chapter 6. 
Inn a propositional update logic the minimal state is formed by the powerset of the propositional 
atoms.. When ordered by set inclusion the elements of this powerset form a lattice. Updates are 
operationss on this lattice. 

Inn a similar way the partition lattice (containing all partitions on the set of subjects) can be used 
ass a minimal state of an update system for grouping. The objective is to find the right grouping 
withinn this lattice. Knowledge provided in the form of constraints is used to progress from the 
minimall  state to a solution. 
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Wee briefly describe update operations for the three main constraint types: together—'together, 
not-together—mot-togethernot-together—mot-together and together-^not-together. 

Lett 5 be the set of subjects, and 11(5) the set of all partitions of subjects. This last set, ordered 
byy refinement gives us the partition lattice. The minimal knowledge state 0 is defined as 11(5). 
Thee absurd knowledge state 1 as 0. 

Wee introduce four basic update operations: 

a[generalisation(P))\a[generalisation(P))\ This operation results in a knowledge state which only contains par-
titionss which are in a and of which P is a refinement. Formally: 
a[generalisation{P)]a[generalisation{P)] = a n {Q \ P C Q, Q £ 11(5)}. 

a[refinement(P)]:a[refinement(P)]: Here, F is a partition on subjects. This operation results in a knowledge 
statee which contains only refinements of P which are also in a. Formally: 
a[refinement(P)]a[refinement(P)] = a n {Q | Q C P^Q e 11(5)}. 

o[refined-distribution(P)]:o[refined-distribution(P)]: This operation results in the knowledge state which contains 
alll  refinements of all complements of the partition P, and are in a. 
a[refined-distribution(P)]a[refined-distribution(P)] = a f\ {Q \Qn P = I, Q e 11(5)}. 

a[form(X,a[form(X, L)\: Here X is an integer representing the number of blocks and L is a list of 
integerss representing the size of each block. The update operation then results in a state 
whichh contains all partitions of the form specified by X and L provided they are in a. 
a[form(X,a[form(X, L)) = a n {Q | Q has the form given by X and L, Q e 11(5)}. 

Withh these basic update operations we can describe how the three types of constraints can be 
used.. An agent knowledge state is formed by all those partitions which he regards as possible 
solutions.. Initially these wil l include all partitions. Satisfying the available constraints wil l be the 
criterionn of the problem. 

Eachh constraint can be formulated as an epistemic test. The test is passed by a state which sat-
isfiess the constraint. In more detail we can specify the steps to arrive at such a state by making use 
off  the formal properties of each constraint. This process is similar to the alternative formulations 
off  the classification criteria in chapter 6. In order to come to a state which satisfies the constraint, 
aa number of updates is needed. For example, an update of an instance of a together-^together 
wil ll  proceed as follows. The constraint mentions a partition on subjects P and the form of the 
grouping.. We know by the type of the constraint that P should be a refinement of the grouping. 
Wee therefore update the initial state 11(5) with generalisation(P). This results in the state a 
containingg all those partitions of which P is a refinement. Next, we update the form of the group-
ingg form(X, L) to a. This leaves us with a new state containing all the partitions which satisfy 
thee constraint. 

Forr not-together^not-together constraints a similar procedure is followed, except that one 
usess refinement(P) instead of generalisation(P). Together-^not-together constraints are 
dealtt with using the refined-distribution update. This update operation together with an update of 
thee proper form results in a state containing all partitions which satisfy the constraints. 

Thesee update operations are not intended as computationally viable methods. For example, an 
updatee with refinement(P) returns a state with all refinements of P. This is often too much and 
onee may prefer finding one refinement and backtrack to another one when necessary. These update 
operationss should be seen as abstract steps in the description of the competence of the method. 
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8.122 Discussion 

Inn the pages above, we have tried to show how a grouping problem can be formulated and solved 
inn terms of partitions. Grouping can then be seen as the restricted search for a partition in a given 
partitionn lattice. This search is restricted by the number of steps (splits/merges) needed to arrive at 
aa partition of suitable form, and criteria for the (un)solvability of the individual constraint types. 

Givenn the proper partition algebra, and its lattice the solution space is given by those elements 
inn the lattice which satisfy the constraints. Each constraint was defined as a condition in the 
partitionn lattice between the grouping and a known partition. Similar to the semantics of a sentence 
inn logic, a problem is now translated to an algebraic representation. 

Theree is a parallel between the structure of an update system, as presented in chapter 6 and the 
orderingg of all lattices of a set by the refinement relation. The powerset of a propositional language 
L,L, as used in update semantics, also forms a lattice when ordered by set inclusion: (p{L). C). In 
contrastt to a partition lattice this one is distributive and the associated algebra is a boolean algebra. 

Hencee the basic structures of update semantics and grouping problems are similar: they are 
bothh lattices. The last section showed how this similarity can be exploited to define update actions 
forr a partition lattice. Trying to satisfy a constraint of a certain type means to find a particular 
partitionn in the lattice. One starts with a known partition and the form of the grouping. This 
informationn alone leads to a substantial reduction of the number of solutions. 

Thee update operations provided at the end of this chapter are too general to be computationally 
viable.. However, when describing the types of grouping constraints we did provide algorithmic 
proceduress for each of them. These procedures make use of the formal properties of each con-
straintt formulation and consist of relatively simple combinatorial operations. In addition, we also 
providedd effective procedures for recognizing unsolvable problems of each constraint type. Fur-
thermore,, we have shown how by combining constraints of different types one can use the structure 
off  the lattice to produce an efficient search algorithm. 

Thee 'semantics' of the problem is given here, not in terms of a boolean algebra but in terms of 
aa partition algebra. Hence, by analyzing the mathematical structure of the problem first, we have 
shownn that the problem can be described and solved within a language with limited expressive 
power. . 


